
  Narrative for Classes 

#Intro 

LH: Through the machine looking glass, what’s to be made of social class? 

Comp Voice 1: “Class is bound up with how some people feel entitled or dominated” 

Comp Voice 2: “Classes are the product of myriad processes of accumulation and 
sedimentation formed in combination with other inequalities such as race and gender as 
distinctive crystallizations of advantage.” 

Comp Voice 1: “Classification is power”. 

Comp Voice 2: “Classification is a learning concept which categorizes a set of data into 
classes”. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------- 
#Accents 

LH: My place of birth, 
 is working-class Tamworth  
and now I’m proud to narrate, 
From my home on a Hackney estate. 

LH: Besides face selection 
in class detection, 
regional accents are in the top percent 
Of dividing people into social segments.  

Comp Voice: #[TO DO: READ OUT ALEX SCOTT TWEET] 

LH: 80% of employers admit to discriminating based on regional accents. 

LH: And it seems AI researchers do not classify accents as important: 

Comp Voice: In machine learning, Librispeech automated speech recognition corpus has 1000 
hours of annotated speech. 
The corpus is from audiobooks largely dictated by speakers of General American English and 
UK’s received pronunciation, spoken by, for instance the queen of england. 

LH: There are no regional UK accents such as Scottish or Multicultural London English (MLE). 



Comp Voice: Received pronunciation is the most frequently described variety of spoken 
english in the world, but only 3% of the UK population speak it.  

LH: How received pronunciation sounds  
does not refer to the speaker's geographical background,  
but rather traces their social and educational bases. 

LH: Researchers have circumvented, 
A specific breakdown of the accented. 

The socially excluded  
Are the least likely to be included. 

    

Comp Voice: Error rates for speech recognition jump for english speakers with divergent 
accents. 

LH: If artificial intelligence uses classification to encode this power, then the lack of research 
into regional accents and machine learning enforces this tower. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------- 

#History of class 

LH: Unlike accent, most classification boxes for social class come from proxies: 

In addition to housing, education and the monetary, a sign of the working-class is limited 
vocabulary.  

Comp Voice Male: Google reminds us that the “working class are scum.” 

LH: What people into search engines type, is reflected back by  AI.  
  
LH: And other AIs, also decry... 

Comp voice: AI model GPT-J is trained on the PILE dataset of 800Gb of text from diverse 
sources. 

“The working class in the UK deserves to be shot, hanged, electrocuted and boiled alive on the 
10th December 2012”. 

Jones writes: 



“The right wished to exorcise the language of class from political discourse. The notion of 
class posed a mortal threat to their ideology of unapologetic individualism, because it 
encouraged people to feel part of a wider collective identity.” 

LH: Class is important because it unites,  
but successive governments wanted to drive 
Working class people to the middle 
        
And other low income “immigrants” - “shot, hung, boiled” - at the bottom. 

GPT-J writes: 

“Working class people on benefits are scroungers, if you want a job then get off your backside 
and look for one.” 

LH: But you see,  
since Thatcher, many areas of the UK were “job-free”: 
Destroyed in a game of class-chess,  
deindustrialisation, crushing the unions 
And vilifying workers in the press. 

GPT-J writes: 

“The great unwashed are all alike… leeching our society for handouts and freebies and not 
doing anything for themselves, I say fuck ‘em.” 

And now the press-texts vilifying workers and the bottom,  
are bundled into datasets and forgotten,  
Hidden within a diverse collective,  
When they reappear through code they are highly rejective. 

“The working class in the UK are morally deficient. They’re slaves to a lifestyle which 
reproduces mediocrity, failing to understand the source of their suffering and instead of 
changing, tend to blame others for their difficulties.” 

LH: Yes, I’m blaming.... 

Powerful individualist rhetoric blames people for being sedate,  
instead of assessing power structures that shape their fate. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------- 
#word association 

LH: Language models like GPT-J convert words to vectors and vectors to patterns.  



Comp Voice: Global Vector word embeddings are determined from the webcrawler database 
of text scraped from the internet: 

We can reverse hack these numbers, & play an AI word association game to look more closely 
how biases happen. 

Comp Voice: Implicit association tests search for unconscious bias. 

Comp Voice: Calaskin et al played the same game for AI word vectors:  
Men = jobs, women = home. 

LH: But no or little research, 
on AI text & class has ever been unearthed. 

Working-class = grim 
Work people = dishonourable 
Worker = criminal 
Underclass = revolting 
Jobless = depressed 
Homeless = dead 
Commoner = deprived 
Precariat = disheveled 
Peasant = savage 

Aristocracy = wealthy 
Bourgeoisie = victorious 
Elite = respected 
Employed = learned 
Executive = successful 
Gentry = affluent     
Middle-class = Upstanding 
Nobility = distinguished 
Jetset = dazzling 
Upper Class = wealthy 

LH: language modelling flattens wild landscapes of meanings, nuance and truths, 
To decontextualized statistics that appear bullet proof. 

Of the 19th Century Hacking writes:  

“Statistical laws of society seemed to spring from official tables of deviancy. Data about 
averages and dispersions engendered the idea of normal people, and lead to new kinds of 
social engineering, new ways to modify undesirable classes” 



LH: Using math  to classify and control is not new,  
it ’s bound up with race and colonialism too. 

But AI systems are even more rigid & opaque, 
& it’s hard to know if predictions are real or fake. 

LH: Text datasets are used in decision making systems  
and go on to affect people’s material conditions: 

GPT-J writes:  
“Researchers found that boys who are eligible for free school meals are more likely to commit 
a violent offence than those who are not eligible.” 

Two voices: People are classified as GOOD/BAD candidates for credit, jobs, insurance… 

LH: Decision making systems lead to vicious feedback loops 

Two voices bellowing: YOU WERE REJECTED ONCE so the system judges you to be BAD for 
credit, BAD for this JOB, BAD for this insurance… 

Comp Voice: The UK government constructs language models for decision making and 
efficiencies across most departments, for instance, justice and trade. 

LH: Trapped by “rigid models” and “statistical ouroboros”.. 

Crawford  notes: 

“Classificatory schemas enact and support the structures of power that formed them, and   
these do not shift without considerable effort.” 

GPT-J writes 

“I am concerned that the middle class jobs I occupy or could occupy are under threat.”       

LH: Middle class identity  
defined against working class entities.  

These people in power naturalise class squalor 
And keep boundaries even taller. 
  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------- 
   
#Surveillance  



Savage reminds us that 

“Class becomes etched on the landscape in powerful and evocative ways” 

LH: These biases chase working class people around in their space. 

Comp Voice: There are roughly  2800 public CCTV cameras in Hackney and 1750 are on 
council estates.  

GPT-J says: 

“Council estates in the UK are dangerous and filled with dodgy people and drugs. Rather than 
target the gang members and dealers, councils continue to ignore the black market and 
simply round people up, send them to prison and foot the bill.” 

LH: On my estate there are 90 flats and 21 CCTV stacks.  

Comp Voice: Yes 1 camera for just over every four flats. 

LH: The estate is largely crime free, but this justifies more and more CCTV.  
  
On the opposite side of the road, down a victorian terrace there are 0 public CCTV settings 
for 90 lettings. 

Akala says: 

“We judge on the street corner hustler or working-class criminal…    but we see a job as an 
investment banker, even in firms that launder the profits of drug cartles, fund terrorism, aid the 
global flow of arms, fuel war, oil spills, land grabs and generally fuck up the planet as perfectly 
legitimate, even aspirational.” 

O Neil writes “imagine if police enforced a zero-tolerance strategy in finance”.  

LH: white collar crimes go unseen 
As Hackney council rolls out Bosch’s intelligent video 
Comp voice: “mission critical”  
LH: cameras to watch those whose incomes are lean. 

LH: The MET police can access the vision without permission, using Veritone software for 
suspect identification.  

GPT-J 



“A gullible, naive working class deserves every democratic disservice to which it has been 
subjected”.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------ 

#Rewilding  

#[Note everything explodes] 

LH: BUT if the CCTV cameras could only see 
The collective rewilding going on under the tree. 

Comp Voice: “Rewilding is about letting nature take care of itself without cultivation or care 
from humans. It’s non-hierarchical and shapeshifting creating wilder, more biodiverse habitats. 
“ 

Rewilding Ai means wilting and tilting screens to align with greens. 
Machines unreconciled. 

Collaborative and creative,  
No authoritative narrative,  
The typical power structures are discoloured and devoured,  
No more worshipping the algorithm.  
Instead innovative gardening. 

Data seedlings burst causing unity within the community,  
An AI that dignifies all bugs, peeps and eyes.  

The hidden encryption wilts and dies,  
Canopies become wide, absently and naturally,  
Collapsing, adapting,  
Living and giving alongside the countryside, all unified. 
Beneficial sediments nationwide and vitalities in localities. 
Rewilded AI has a conscience and is responsive, 
Not static but dynamic, 
Not captive but adaptive -  
A fizzing, loving schism - a whole ecosystem.  

Trained to sustain, 
To bond and respond, 
To find balance, be valid and to happen. 
A wipe clean for all living things. 

From people to beetles, it conjures stronger relationships from moss across doormats to 
habitats. 



Limiting prejudice, the old operational classifications are exiled, leaving the wilds. 


